Figure 6: Initial GRL Model generated from the Helen and Jimmy personas, and Installation and update of
webinos applications use case (left), with a zoomed portion of the model illustrating the impact of an applied
strategy (right)

Using CAIRIS, an initial GRL model was generated to
visualise Helen’s expectations when installing a webinos application, and Jimmy’s expectations when developing the
installation procedures for the same application. As Figure
5 shows for the highlighted element in Figure 4, the information captured by CAIRIS about intentions and contribution
links is used to generate GRL which, when imported into
jUCMNav, is interpreted as a visual model.
The complete version of this initial model is shown in
Figure 6 (left). Although the predominant actors in the
model are human (Helen and Jimmy), two software based
actors (Policy Manager and Discovery Manager) and associated tasks are also created; these indicate the responsibility
webinos software components also have in the installation
process. Further discussion on the role and nature of these
latter actors, and how GRL is derived from the use case is
beyond the scope of this paper.
To begin interpreting this model, we applied a strategy to
explore the implications of Jimmy having difficulty making
decisions about the data ‘Kids in Focus’ users need access to
(dissatisfaction of the Apply access heuristic task), and becoming doubtful about the confidence he has about his users’
expectations (dissatisfaction of the Trust known users softgoal). The strategy also explores the implications of Helen
finding difficulty applying access control for ‘Kids in Focus’
(dissatisfaction of the Modify child access and Share usage
data goals), and the cognitive difficulty Helen might have
simultaneously thinking about access control while thinking about her young son (minor dissatisfaction of the Share
usage data and Parent toddler softgoals).
On viewing the initial model, we identified an additional
contribution link between goals associated with Helen as
well as Jimmy. Helen held a Determine content provider
trust goal to indicate her belief that content providers have
full control over all aspects of access control. This goal appeared to positively contribute to Helen’s Share usage data
goal; this goal was associated with a pre-existing characteristic indicating that Helen would be prepared to share usage

information if this led to a positive user experience.
To explore the trust dependencies between Helen and Jimmy,
we developed the premortem scenario below. This drew not
only on Helen and ‘Kids in Focus’ but also the software
installation process that Jimmy was responsible for maintaining.
Helen installed ‘Kids in Focus’ on her laptop so Eric could
play with Peter (Helen’s father) while travelling. A month
after installing the application, Helen went on a road trip
to a friend. Helen drove into a service station to get some
sweets for Eric, but left Eric in the car. When he returned,
Eric was gone. Police found that Eric had been playing with
a new friend on ‘Kids in Focus’ in the days leading up to the
trip. Forensic investigators believe that some aspect of the
application installation process allowed a stranger to obtain
private information about Helen and her child. How might
this have happened?
We presented this premortem to a webinos team member
familiar with ‘Kids in Focus’, who proposed the following
causes.
• Helen over-shared access to her devices with whole
world, and the ‘Kids in Focus’ service was randomly
found.
• Helen’s account was hijacked and the kidnapper added
himself as a valid contact.
• Helen’s father inadvertently sent the application to the
kidnapper, who captured analytics about Helen; he
knew enough to dis-aggregate useful information from
the analytics.
• An attacker found a vulnerability in the open source
application.
On considering the 3rd cause, we identified missing, but
plausible, contribution and dependency links that facilitated
this premortem. These included a contribution link between

